
Hawkes offers you the widest range of receding head presses 
to suit all production demands and budgets.

There are many advantages of using a Hawkes receding head press:
the material remains stationary during the cutting cycle, avoiding any
material movement; the cutting head retracts after each cut, giving
excellent vision of the cutting area; and the system is very flexible for
both roll and sheet materials.
A receding head press is simple to use, with minimum fatigue for the
operator. With easy material loading, quick job change and fast
cutting operation, maximum productivity is achieved.
The operator can choose between three operation modes for
greatest output to suit each individual job.
The press is built with high rigidity for utmost strength and consistent
cutting force. The linear transducer gives very accurate die height
control for consistent quality of cut parts.
Supplied with the latest in touch-screen programming control, 
the system stores data for instant recall and productivity control.
Self diagnostics ensure trouble-free running.



Cutting force from 30 to 200 tons and upwards
Cutting bed from 600 ×× 900mm and upwards

Bespoke systems available on request

Suitable for the Widest Range of Applications
Suitable for cutting: automotive components, rubber, foam, textiles, gaskets, medical, packaging, foam packaging, plastics,
cork, laminates, footwear, composites, carpets, felt and more.

Hawkes Technical Ltd Hawkes showroom facilities

Widest Choice
Hawkes offers the widest range available, with options including: material feed rollers, automatic pad shifter, tool rails,
board clamping systems, tool storage systems, material feed gantries and more.

Peace of Mind
With Hawkes, you always get the full package. From initial specification through to cutting production in your factory,
Hawkes provide total reliability. We offer full installation, on-site support and fast backup. We always aim to exceed 
your expectations and are pleased to give references on request.

Hawkes Showroom Facilities
Hawkes showroom facilities are set up 52 weeks a year, with a range of new and used machinery to see. We welcome your
visit anytime to see if we can offer a solution to your cutting requirements. We also offer fully tailored systems to suit your
production needs.

With one of the largest showrooms of cutting presses in Europe at your disposal, you are very welcome to bring along your
cutting tools and materials to try on the different systems. You will always receive a warm welcome at Hawkes.




